Who Are We?

BUILD is a parent-led, volunteer organization whose goal is to support families of children with all types of learning differences, residing in the Tredyffrin-Easttown School District.

www.buildte.com

We Are Here to Help

Whether you are just starting to have concerns about your child because they are struggling with something, they are in the evaluation process, your child already has a 504 Plan, an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) or a Gifted IEP – we are here for you. We are here to support one another, share our experiences and help you find resources and navigate the process for supporting your child. Please reach out if you have questions surrounding these areas and we will help with answers or point you in the direction of a resource that can.

Meetings & Events

We host monthly meetings with expert speakers on various topics. Some of our meetings are only for parents and caregivers. Other meetings are open to all and we welcome school district representatives to join us to hear your questions.

Everyone Reads T/E

Everyone Reads T/E is a collaborative initiative between BUILD and TESD regarding general education reading instruction. Our mission is to ensure that all students in T/E School District learn to read to the best of their potential with as little emotional impact as possible and that all teachers in T/E have access to professional development and curriculum rooted in the science of reading.

To learn more visit www.tereads.com

Questions

Wendy Brooks: wenobrooks@aol.com or 610-213-9390
Wendy DeMarco: WDeMarco1@gmail.com or 610-888-2936
Jamie Lynch: JamieLynch@tereads.com or 610-772-7042
Kate Mayer: KateMayer@tereads.com or 610-889-4926
Maggie Gaines: maggiegaines7@gmail.com or 646-325-6613

Connect with Us

Subscribe to our mailing list: http://buildte.com/contact
Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/buildte
Facebook Parent Forum: facebook.com/groups/buildparentforum
Facebook Gifted Forum: facebook.com/groups/buildtegifted